Host Rich_ says:
<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::::: Sitting in THE chair ::::::::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::ensuring security is in place for the Ambassadors::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::on Arcadia Station, pacing::

Host Rich_ says:
THE USS ORION IS DOCKED AT ARCADIA STATION

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
:::::::::In Sick Bay, not too much going on today::::::::::

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
:::::stumbles onto bridge and walks towards science station:::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::wanting to see his old friend::

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
::sitting at Ops::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::stops, finds a mirror, fixes hair::

Professor_Ylani says:
@:::Seated on Arcadia Station ...working with a laptop :::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::raises eyebrow at Crabtree's entrance::

CNSL_Troi says:
::in counseling seession on station::

Arcadia_Cmdr_McRae says:
::arrives at the shuttlebay, prepared to escort the ship's party to the Ambassador/Proffessor::

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
::::blushes and smiles in embarrassment:::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::looks at chrono, scowls::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Mr. Quchant:  Hail Arcadia and inform them we are ready to receive the ambasssador and professor

Arcadia_Cmdr_McRae says:
<make that docking bay>

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
:::::::::crew seems to be in good medical shape:::::::::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
XO: Aye Sir

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::walks over to Professor Ylani::

Professor_Ylani says:
@@@Finishes modifing fortier equations ....starts a trial run :::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
::::::::::going over medical supplies, realigning and restocking:::::::::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*Orion to Arcadia*: We are ready to recieve the dignataries

CNSL_Troi says:
McRae: Would you like me to join in the docking bay Maam?

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Ylani: Quit tapping on that silly thing, and get ready to go to the ship. You waste so much time ::rolls eyes::

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
:::makes it to science without mishap, starts reviewing info on the science conference:::

Arcadia_Cmdr_McRae says:
@*Orion*  You are cleared to enter the station; Cmdr McRae will escort you to the dignitaries.

Professor_Ylani says:
@Ambassador : Ambassador , I am just trying to keep up my work

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Ylani: Well, you never seem to keep up. Always tapping on that infernal thing. ::sigh::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@:;paces::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
XO: Sir...the station is in the dicking bay waiting for us now

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
:::::::wonder what all the science conference will cover?:::::::::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
**Mr. Quchant, Commander Blair and Ensign Jax, ** Please report to the Shuttle craft Bay

Professor_Ylani says:
@Ambassador : WEll , it has suffieced to get us in the position we are in today

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::sighs and waves hand absently::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::walks over to the ShuttleBay::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::follows Blair into TL::

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
::Rises from Ops and moves to the turbolift::

Arcadia_Cmdr_McRae says:
@::fidgets and waits for Orion staff to exit the ship::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::paces, takes out chrono again::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::wonders if LtCmd Blair is related the to the late 20th Century entertainer Lionel::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::standing at TL::::  I don't need to tell you two the importance of this correct?

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::scowls again::

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
XO: No sir.

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::arrives at ShuttleBay::

Professor_Ylani says:
@Abassador : Ambassador , I think my new paper on the theories of Hyperwarp will raise some excitement

Arcadia_Cmdr_McRae says:
@*Gellum, Ylanti*  I'll bring the greeting party from the Orion as soon as they debark.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
XO: No Sir

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::hears McRae::

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
::::sighs and decides the conference looks really boring:::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@*McRae* Well, tell them to hurry it up.

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Ylani: Do I look like I give a fig about hyperwarp? Sometimes I wonder why you talk to me ::sighs::

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
::Enters lift::

Professor_Ylani says:
@:::Also wonders :::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::follows Blair::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
*compter* Start Holo program on Marilas viruses

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
:::starts reviewing data on last sensor sweeps made in area, just for fun:::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Ylani: Does my hair look alright? ::fusses with new 'do::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
Blair: I will break out the phasers for ceremonial purposes

Professor_Ylani says:
@Ambassador : If the Gov't had given me funding we would not need to take the Orion

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
<computer> CMO: Program began

CNSL_Troi says:
::returns to the bridge and assumes her chair next to the CO::

Professor_Ylani says:
@ Ambassador : Your hair looks like ...hair

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Blair and Quchant await the arrival of the Ambassador and the Professor then proceed in a shuttle to the planet.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::gets out of TL on dOcking bay level::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
::::::;;watching the Holoprogram on Marilas viruses...interesting::::::::

Arcadia_Cmdr_McRae says:
@*Gellum, Ylani*  There has been a change in plans; the Orion has to leave at once.  Please report immediately to docking bay 4

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::fixes Ylani with a stare::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::hears McRae::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::breaks out three phasers::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Ylani: C'mon, put that thing away and let's get going

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::hands a phaser to Blair::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@*McRae* On our way

Professor_Ylani says:
@*McRae * Acknowledged

Arcadia_Cmdr_McRae says:
@*Gellum* Acknowledged.

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::::resumes seat on bridge::::

Professor_Ylani says:
@::::closes Lappie and goes to DB 4 :::

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
::takes phaser::

Host Rich_ says:
THE CONFERENCE IS DUE TO START IN 17 MINUTES

Arcadia_Cmdr_McRae says:
@*Orion*  The dignitaries should arrive momentarily

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::walking to DB4::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::::runs fingers through hair:::::  And I thought docking at DS9 was stressful.

CMO_Darrel_Ryan *replicator*  coffee please, cream and sugar (replicator.wav)

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::stands out side docking bay doors::

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
:::wonders if she can get Professor Ylani's autograph........:::

CNSL_Troi says:
CO: Sir is there anything I can do to help at this point?

Professor_Ylani says:
@::::arrives DB 4 and enters the ship :::

Arcadia_Cmdr_McRae says:
@::makes the expected introductions::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::nods at Professor as he is introduced::

Professor_Ylani says:
:::shakes hands and forgets everyone's name :::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan ::::::::Finishes watching the video, exits SB for the bridge:::::::  enters TL, exits on Bridge (trubo lift.wav)

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
::boards Orion::

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
::::looks up and waves enthusiastically at Dr. Ryan::::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
::shakes hands all around, looking arrogantly at the crew::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
:::::::Sees CSO::::::CSO:  Good evening

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::shakes hands::

CNSL_Troi says:
::i guess the captin is too preoccupied to answer me::

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
Hiya Doc!  How's it goin?

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
::stands quietly int he background::

Arcadia_Cmdr_McRae says:
@Quchant:  It appears all is set.  I will arrange clearance for your departure.

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
Crabtree:  Great and you

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
McRae: Thank you

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
:::::::sees the Professor and the Ambassador::::::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
::::  staring off into space::::  Sorry Counselor?  You were saying something?

Arcadia_Cmdr_McRae says:
@::watches as all enter and the doors close::

Professor_Ylani says:
:::has a faraway look in eyes :::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
Prof & Ambassador:  Good evening gentlemen.  I'm Dr. Ryan

CNSL_Troi says:
Kisay: Yes Sir, is there anyting i can do to help at this pint and time?

CNSL_Troi says:
::point::

Arcadia_Cmdr_McRae says:
@*Arcadia Ops*  Clear Orion for departure.

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
Fine, thanks.  I had a wonderful time at the concert last night.  I had never heard of that 20th century musical band ABBA before.  I like their music.  How about you?

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*Bridge*: Dignataries aboard

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::calls up Ens. Nick and talk for 5 min::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
Ryan: You certainly took long enough. Where's the shuttle? You know we're due at the conference soon.

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
SCO:  yes, yes I have heard them.  They are quite wonderful, if archaic

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
All: This way to the shuttle please

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::shakes head:::  No.... Counselor we have to just sit here and wait.

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::finished talking to Ens. Nick::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
::follows Quchant::

CNSL_Troi says:
::nods at the commander::

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
::follows Ian to the shuttle::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::waiting for order in Shuttle Bay::

Professor_Ylani says:
:::" Comes back to Earth " with a start ::: Doctor : Yes Doctor ?

Arcadia_Cmdr_McRae says:
@<Station Ops>  *Orion* You are cleared for departure.

CNSL_Troi says:
::gets up ou of her chair and goes to speak with the CMO::

CNSL_Troi says:
CMO: How goes it today?

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::Arives at SB and preps the shuttle for departure from the ship::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
Prof:  I just wanted to introduce myself.  I am so pleased to meet you

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
::enters Shuttle and sits:

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::sits in pilot seat::

Professor_Ylani says:
Doctor : The pleasure is mine I am sure ::smiles:::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
:::In Shuttle Bay Waiting For orders:::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
Prof:  I am Dr. Ryan and i have followed your illustrous carrer for years

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*Bridge*: We are aboard the shuttle and are awaiting further instructions

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
::boards shuttle and sits in the rear::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
Prof:   Thank you sir, but the pleasure is mine

Professor_Ylani says:
Doctor : My career ? merely pedestrian until now I am afraid ...but I think I have a few things that will astound my couleges

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
Prof.:  Sir I can't wait to hear them

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Helm:  Clear all mourings and bring us back at 1/4 impulse please.

Professor_Ylani says:
Doctor : How about virtually instantaneous travel ?

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
::sitting on shuttle, fuming that nobody is talking to her. Adjusts her hair again::

Arcadia_Cmdr_McRae says:
@::The docking clamps withdraw from the Orion::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
Prof:  That is astounding...Do you have the capabilities formatted?

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Quchant: How long before we get this thing going? We're gong to be late

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::looks at chrono again::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Gellum: Would you like to sit up front and watch the view

Alien_Eval says:
%waiting ..... and waiting ....

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*Yukon* Prepare for departure... standby

Professor_Ylani says:
Doctor : As you know I work aminly in theroetical modeling  , but the theory seems to check out

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Quchant: Certainly

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::moves up to the front of the shuttle::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::sits::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
Prof:  What a boon to science that would be if it can be perfected

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Helm:  Set a course for Marilas in the Mar system.  Warp 8

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Gellum: It won't be too long.  The Orion will leave the station and establish orbit...then we depart and land on the planet.  Do not worry you are in very safe hands

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Helm: Engage

Alien_Eval says:
%::and planning all sorts of things::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Quchant; Well, I hope this thing goes fast. The conference begins in seven minutes

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
:::is excited to be going to the Mar system...::::::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Quchant: It is simply unacceptable for me and my colleage to be late

Alien_Eval says:
%::licking alien lips in anticipation::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Gellum: You will not be late, do not worry

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
*Prof*  It was wonderful to speak with you if only for a short while...good luck at the conference

Arcadia_Cmdr_McRae says:
@<Station Ops>  *Orion*  Is there a problem?  You had departure clearance some time ago.

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::takes out chrono again, scowls, mutters "Six minutes..."::

Professor_Ylani says:
@:::Enters shuttle ::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
CSO:  The professor is a very intelligent man....instantaneous travel yet

CNSL_Troi says:
::watching the monitor as we approach Mar::

Alien_Eval says:
%::thinking thoughts::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::walks in shuttle and sit::

CNSL_Troi says:
Kisay: How long to planet sir?

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Helm:  Slow to 1/2 impulse and enter standard orbit of Marilas

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::preping shuttle...explaining to Gellum the significance of stuff::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
CSO: What did you think of the Profs ideas? Or did you hear them?

Cmdr_Kisay says:
CNSL:  Few minutes.

Professor_Ylani says:
:::sitting  in shuttle thinking of the calculations being run on lappie :::

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
DR: oh sorry, I was lost in thought.....didn't hear them at all

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::listening to Quchant ramble, not really listening::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::checks power, just in case::

CNSL_Troi says:
Kisay: thank you sir, I was distracted.

Host Rich_ says:
THE USS ORION SPEEDS TOWARDS PLANET OF MAR

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
CSO:  He has configured instantaneous time travel

Alien_Eval says:
%::thinking anticipatory thoughts ..... it will not be long now!::

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
DR:  oooooooooh!  really?  why would anyone want to do that?

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::awaits Orbit confirmation from Bridge::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
*XO*: Permission to depart

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*Cmdr Blair:*  Quchant and Jax can escort the VIP's to Marilas please report back to the bridge.

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
CSO:  He says his ideas will take the scientific world by storm....I suppose it would or could cut space ship usage depending on how it is accomplished

Alien_Eval says:
%::is aware of lots of possibilities in the next hours::

CNSL_Troi says:
::is picking up uncomfortable thoughts but doesn't know where they are coming from,,,,, should i  tell the commander::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
Jax: What are you doing Ensign?

Host Rich_ says:
THE PLANET OF MAR....VIVID BLUE COMES INTO VIEW ON THE VIEW SCREEN

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
*CO* Yes sir.

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
::::gets distracted by sensor readings.....ooooh a cosmic string is in the vicinity:::::

CNSL_Troi says:
::What a beautiful planet::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*Yukon*  Permission to depart granted.

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
All: Have a nice trip.

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
Dr: errr, oh yes, sounds fascinating

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
::exits shuttle and heads to bridge:::

Alien_Eval says:
%::seems to hear thoughts from somewhere in the sky ... strange!::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
*Bridge* Acknowledged

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
:::::::::such a vivid blue of the planet::::::::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Ahead thrusters only

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
:::::::;nice and restful looking:::::::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
::pilots shuttle out of Shuttle Bay::

Alien_Eval says:
%::creeps back under cover::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::leans back in chair::::  Ever heard of a Bajorn dying at 33 of Stress Cnslr?

Professor_Ylani says:
@::::anticipates the reactions of his peers :::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::turns towards planet and speeds towards it not wanting to arrive late::

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
::enters TL::  Bridge.

CNSL_Troi says:
Kisay: ::grins at Kisay::Kisay: No sir,

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
:::tracks the ion trail of the shuttle for her next paper on ion emmisions and pollution of space:::::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
:::::::::I can't wait to hear how the Profs ideas are received:::::::::::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Jax: Ensign, please make landing preperations for the VIPs

Host Rich_ says:
LIGHTS BEGIN FLASHING ALL OVER THE SHUTTLES CONSOLE

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
::exits onto the bridge::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::looks alarmed at the console::

Alien_Eval says:
%::camouflaged nicely::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Shuttle: Red Alert

Host Rich_ says:
<Computer on Shuttle> Warning...... computer malfuntion

CNSL_Troi says:
Kisay: Visitors can be disrupting sometimes, and seem to go with the flow pretty well sir <G>

Professor_Ylani says:
@:::notes pretty flashing lights , but thinks it is not a good sign :::

Host Rich_ says:
<Computer on shuttle> Navigation offline.......

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Quchant: What's going on?

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@::ahh malfunction::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@*Orion* We have a problem, navigation offline...computer malfunctioning

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
::sits down at Ops::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::attempts to restore helm control::

Host Rich_ says:
THE SHUTTLE SPINS OUT OF CONTROL AND HEADS TOWARDS AN ORBITING MOON OF MAR

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Yukon*  Standby....

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
:::::looks up in concern::::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::grips armrests::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Helm:  Move us to within Tractor Range....

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@Quchant: Emergecry landing

Professor_Ylani says:
@Quanchant : Could we use my lappie to take oner its duties ?

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Shuttle: Please assume crash postions

Alien_Eval says:
%::looks out from cover to see pretty lights::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Quchant: Fix this thing!

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
::::::::;sees the shuttle spinning out of control::::::::::

CNSL_Troi says:
::is sensing something very evil, but still doesn't know where it is coming from::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Gellum: I am trying Ambassador, please brace yourself

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Quchant: What's a crash position? Nobody told me about a crash position! My hair will get messed up!

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Cmdr Blair:  Put a Tractor beam on that shuttle.  Immediately....

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
XO: Yes sir.

Host Rich_ says:
<Computer> Atmospheric entry in T minus one minute.......

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::shuts the shuttle systems down::

Professor_Ylani says:
@:::Places Lappie in lap and folds body over it ::::

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
::attempts a tractor lock::

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
CO: Commander, a nearby nebula is emitting high levels of radiation.......it's interfering with our sensors

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::restarts the shuttle systems::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
:::::::::Oh my, I hope they can recover control of the shuttle....doesn't look too good at the moment

Host Rich_ (Tractor Beam.wav)

Alien_Eval says:
%::slowly licks lips::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*Yukon*  We are trying to get you on a tractor beam.

Host Rich_ says:
TRACTOR BEAM FAILS DUE TO MISALIGNMENT FROM SENSOR READINGS

Alien_Eval says:
%::all 14 of them::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@*Orion*: Please hurry

Cmdr_Kisay says:
CSO:  Can you compensate?

Host Rich_ says:
SHUTTLE CRASHES ON DESERT LIKE MOON

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@*Orion*: It didn't work....we are going to crash...

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
XO: ::frustrated:: I can't get a tractor lock.

CNSL_Troi says:
Kisay: sir, I am detecting malice from somewhere other than on this ship or the shuttle.

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
::::pushes buttons, trying to compensate for radiation:::::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::blacks out::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
:::::::::hears the comm that the shuttle has crashed:::::::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@::falls off the chair::

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
Kisay: err, no sir :::feels bad::::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@:: hair gets really messed up::

Professor_Ylani says:
@:::Is thrown foraward and hits other seat bacls :::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
CO:  Do you want a med team to transport to the surface?

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Cmdr Blair:  Get the Doctor and Get an away team to search for the shuttle take theother shuttle.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::comes to::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Urrggh...

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::loses consciousness... chrono still gripped in her hand::

Alien_Eval says:
%::smiles with all seven mouths at its friend:: Friend:: this should be FUN!

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
:::::tries to get sensor readings of the shuttle::::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::looks around shuttle::

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
XO: Sir, is that wise?  We do not know what caused the first shuttle to crash.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::feels pulse of all aboard::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
CSO:  Can we transport through the interference?

Alien_Eval says:
@::sniggers evilly::

Professor_Ylani says:
@:::Knocked out :::

CNSL_Troi says:
Kisay: Sir, I have an incoming hail from Starfleet Command, Priority One!!!

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
XO:  I need to leave the bridge to gather medical supplies in the event of an AT rescue mission.....

Alien_Eval says:
@::wondering which camouflage suit would be best ..::

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
Kisay:  Commander, I wouldn't recommend it.....the radiation might cause a transporter accident

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Jax: get the med kit....Ylani is injured

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@::trying to get up::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Cnslr:  Put it on screen

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::comes to::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::looks around::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Gellum: Amb...stay still ....we'll get you out of this

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Quchant: You crashed us! We won't make the conference on t ime! ::tries to get up::

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
KIsay: there is too much sensor interference, I can't even get a lock on the moon right now with the sensors

CNSL_Troi says:
Kisay: Sir , Starfleet command hailing, do you wish to take it on the bridge or your ready room?

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
XO:  Sir, do you want me to gather medical supplies in the event of a rescue mission?

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Gellum: Stay Still...

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Cnslr:  Onscreen I already said.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::tries comm system::

Professor_Ylani says:
@:::Is positioned upside down with his body at an odd mis-shapen angle

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*CMO* Yes standby

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Quchant: I must get a message to the conference!

Alien_Eval says:
@::gets into humanoid camouflage .... and approaches the downed shuttle::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
Cmdr:  Aye Sir

CNSL_Troi says:
Kisay: On screen sir!!

Cmdr_Kisay says:
CSO:  Keep working on it.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Jax: See to Ylani, Now

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
Kisay: Aye sir, I'm on it

Alien_Eval says:
@::hopes there will be food on board::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::gets up and heal Ylani::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan :::::::::Exits bridge to SB::::  Gathers medical supplies and a triage team (trubo lift.wav)

Host Rich_ says:
<Admiral Crenshaw>*Kisay* There is a Federation transport vessel in danger of a warp core breach in your vicinity.....please report there immediately !

Alien_Eval says:
@::looks at the crashed machine ... for a way in::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Gellum: Please stay calm....we must tend to the injured first.....are you hurt at all?

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
:::adjusts sensors to compensate for radiation interference......notices radiation is too variable....keep changing randomly:::::::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
::::::::awaiting XO's orders::::::::::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*Crenshaw*  We have Crew on a moon below stranded.  Is there anyone else closer?

Alien_Eval says:
@::decides to jump up and down outside yelling ::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::breaks out emergency supplies::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::after healing Ylani, went to try to fix the engines

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Quchant: I don't know. How the hell would I know? You won't let me get up. I don't know, I guess I'm fine  ::wiggles extremities::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::hears noise outside::

Host Rich_ says:
<Admiral Crenshaw> *Kisay* Negative Commander.........there are five hundred people on that veseel......report their immediately !

Alien_Eval says:
@::waves:: Shuttle:: Can I assist you?

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::hears noise as well::

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Quchant: What is THAT?

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Gellum: Ok...can you have a look at the professor...

Cmdr_Kisay says:
:::Shakes head:::  *Crenshaw*  Aye.

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@::gets up, looks at the Professor::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Gellum: Look after the professor, I will find out

Alien_Eval says:
@Shuttle:: I will call my people to help you

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Quchant: I'm an ambassador, not a doctor!

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Ops:  Signal keep sending a repeat message to the away team that we'll be back shortly

Alien_Eval says:
@::thinks ... hope they fall for that one::

Professor_Ylani says:
@::::moans :::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Helm:  Set course for the stranded Vessel Warp 9.  Engage

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
XO: Yes sir.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::takes comm badge off and opens it...starts to make adjustments::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::configures comm badge to emit homing signal...puts it back on::

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
::prepares message that the Orion will return and broadcasts::

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
:::::continues modifying sensors.....analyzes radiation looking for patterns that might help in working around it:::

Alien_Eval says:
@Shuttle:: Can you let me on board?  I am trained to deal with injuries ...::thinks - permanently!::

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
::trying to "heal" Ylani::

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
XO:  Still waiting orders, I am prepared with a triage team if needed

Ambassadar_Gellum says:
@Jax: Uh, can I uh, hold something or help? I dunno... I'm not trained medically

Cmdr_Kisay says:
CMO:  Prepare sickbay we are going after a stranded federation vessel with possible 500 injured.  Prepare the shuttle bay.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Alien: We are attempting to tend to the injured ....please stand by

Cmdr_Kisay says:
OPS; Upon arrival prepare emergency transporters.

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
*XO*  (I mean)  awaiting orders

Alien_Eval says:
@::looks very unmenacing ... I am a really nice guy people!::

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
XO: Aye sir.

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
XO:  Aye sir

Capt_Dunsel says:
%COMM: To any Vessels in the area, this is Capt. Dunsel of the USS Quill, we have been damaged, and need medical assistance, our warp engines are offline and have sustained major hull breaches....can anyone assist...::repeats message..:

Alien_Eval says:
@Quchant:: I will call my people ... we are skilled in healing

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
::::::Triage:  help me with preparations for incoming wounded, now!

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Alien: Ok

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
::wakes all shifts and orders to report to stations::

Alien_Eval says:
@::come on people .... food!!!::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
* Captain Dunsel*:  This is Commander Kisay of the USS orion we are enroute to you.

CMO_Darrel_Ryan says:
*XO*  Sick Bay is prepared for any situation

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Jax: Ensign prepare for anything......do not let you guard down...make sure your phaser is on heavy stun

Professor_Ylani says:
@::::Groans :::

Alien_Eval says:
@::decides that there is a way to get on board ... since the AT are not about to come out::

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::tries comm equipment of the shuttle again::

CEO_Ens_Jax @::put hypospray on Ylani:: (Hypospray.wav)

Alien_Eval says:
@::runs away from shuttle .... and changes camouflage uniform behind a nearby rock::

Professor_Ylani says:
@::::Goes under :::

Host Rich_ says:
 THE USS ORION ARRIVES IN THE AREA NEAR THE TRANSPORT VESSEL

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
::::thinks she has a solution.......but sees there is no pattern to the radiation:::::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
Helm Come to a complete stop.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::verifies that the shuttle is not about to blow up::

Alien_Eval says:
@::takes gasous form .... wafts towards the downed shuttle again::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
OPS:  Start beaming those people out immediately

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Jax: update on Ylani?

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
XO: Aye sir.

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
::initalizes transporters::

SCO_Ens_Crabtree says:
:::scans transport for any imminent threats:::

Alien_Eval says:
@::sneaks in through a busted port .... ::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
*Captain Dunsel*  Can you hear me?  we're beaming your crew aboard.

CEO_Ens_Jax says:
@Quchant: Ylani will live

Capt_Dunsel says:
%Commander Kisay: we are glad to see you, we are on minimal life support, about 32 minutes until warp core goes critical, we need assistance as soon as posible..

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@Shuttle: ok...we won't need to go outside then

CNSL_Troi says:
Kisay: I do have a medical degree sir, permission to help in sickbay?

OPS_LtCmd_Blair says:
XO: Transporting has begun.  It will take several minutes before we have them all.

TAC_Lt_Quchant says:
@::sniffs air::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
OPS; Inform me when they are aboard.

Alien_Eval says:
@::drifts into the back of the shuttlecraft ... considering which victim will be first::

Cmdr_Kisay says:
CNSL:  Please report to the shuttle bay to offer any assitance you can

Host Rich_ says:
<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>
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